Thoughts about CoolStance and Toxins
by Claudia Garner

These are my own personal thoughts and observations.
All of our horses are suffering from toxic overload. Toxins compel the cells in the body to hold
onto water and weight gain is inevitable in toxic bodies. Toxins are in the water, in the hay
supply from chemical fertilization, herbicides and pesticides and in the commercially produced
feeds, as they are not made with quality ingredients and do, at least in the US, not have any
regulating oversight in their manufacturing process, which means the manufacturer can throw
in whatever is cheapest on the market that day and as long as it tests out as (for example) 10%
protein, it's all legal and good.
CoolStance is a bit different as it has no ingredient list. It is 100% copra meal. Copra meal is
derived from the process of producing coconut oil: The husk of the coconut is removed, the
shell split with a machete, and the white flesh exposed to the sun for a couple of days. Then the
white flesh is extracted, heated up carefully and pressed, so the precious oil can be obtained.
What is left over in this process is named copra meal. It contains a rest oil of about 10%, has
about 20% protein and is very rich in medium chain triglycerides (MCT). This gets bagged and
shipped to the US. Our coconut processor in the Pacific Islands is established as a sustainable
system. There is no negative impact on the environment (as can be with palm kernel
production). As a side note our processor provides major support to the local communities and
had even built a school for children of the workers.
CoolStance is real clean feed.
Sometimes a horse may seem to lose weight when transitioning to CoolStance. This weight loss
comes in my humble opinion from the detoxifying properties of the coconut meal and oil. This
is a fat the body can work with. If you have a horse that needs to gain weight, you have to feed
more of it, and probably get a decent dentist to see the horse, one who takes care of balancing
the mouth. Also the hooves have to be in good shape and so on. This is a whole horse
approach. I have put weight on horses with CoolStance and I have taken weight off horses with
CoolStance. An individual sensible profile has to be established before any guarantees can be
made.

For more information or to order CoolStance/PowerStance, please
call 803-647-1200 or e-mail Claudia@stanceglobal.com

